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1. Introduction

Gauge blocks are still an important tool for dissemination 
of the (SI) length unit—the metre—from wavelength stan-
dards to workshops. Even though the calibration of full sets 
of gauges is becoming less common [1], gauge blocks are 
still globally the most important material measures within the 
overall traceability chain. The standard method of interfero-
metric calibration according to ISO 3650 includes wringing 
the gauge block to a reference platen, preferably of the same 

material and surface finish. After this the raw optical length 
must be corrected to take into account residual differences in 
the surface roughness as well as the phase change between the 
gauge face and platen. These corrections can range beyond 
±50 nm [2] while the uncertainty of measurement is about 
20 nm.

Repeated wringing of gauge blocks causes wear of both 
the block and the platen, so several non-contact measure-
ment methods, using double-ended interferometry, have been 
developed [3–10]; here the correction becomes even more 
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Abstract
Optical (e.g. interferometric or laser focus probe) measurement of dimensions must be 
corrected to take into account phase change on reflection and the influence of surface 
roughness in order to be compatible with mechanical dimension measurement methods (e.g. 
tactile probes). One typical example is interferometric measurement of a gauge block; while 
a correction of only a few nanometres is needed for standard interferometric measurement 
of a gauge block wrung on a platen made of the same material, a correction of tens of 
nanometres is needed when different materials are used (e.g. a steel gauge block on a glass 
platen) and even a total correction of up to a hundred nanometres is needed for some gauges 
when a double-ended interferometer is used. Here we describe and evaluate a Newton’s rings 
method that enables direct estimation of such correction. The implementation of this method 
is described, the sensitivities to experimental adjustments are discussed, and the results are 
compared with standard measurements within EURAMET project No. 1272. The resulting 
central length measured with a double-ended interferometer and corrected using the Newton’s 
rings method agrees well with the standard measurement results within a total uncertainty 
of ±20 nm for both steel and ceramic gauges. Unlike the stack method, the Newton’s rings 
method enables measurement of the correction for an individual sample (e.g. gauge block) and 
can easily be done for both short and long gauges with equal speed and uncertainty.
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important as it has to be applied twice (once at each end). One 
of these methods—Fourier transform interferometry [9]—is 
regularly used in the Czech Metrology Institute (CMI) to cali-
brate both short and long gauge blocks because it is competi-
tive with comparator measurements while achieving precision 
comparable to standard interferometric methods. It also avoids 
wear on the gauge and reference platen and gives an absolute 
length, meaning no reference gauge or preliminary length 
estimation is needed [11]. The phase change and roughness 
correction is, in principle, needed in any optical measurement 
of dimension aiming for sub-100 nm uncertainty, e.g. when 
using interference microscopy/white light interferometry, 
near field scanning optical microscopy, or a laser focus sensor, 
confocal chromatic probe or optical non-contact displacement 
transducer, to name just a few.

The phase change δ can be calculated if the complex 
refractive index ñ2 = n2 + iκ2 of the material is known [12] 
(chapter 15 length and size, René Schödel) or [13]; for normal 
incidence it is

δ(λ) = arctan

(
2n1(λ)κ2(λ)

n1(λ)2 − n2(λ)2 − κ2(λ)2

)
 (1)

supposing incidence from an environment with real refractive 
index n1(λ). The phase of the reflected light is shifted as if it 
were being reflected at a distance p  below the surface

p(λ) =
λ

2
δ(λ)− π

2π
. (2)

The phase change at reflection from transition to higher refrac-
tive index and non-absorbing environments (n2 > n1, κ1 = 0, 
κ2 = 0) is equal to π, which is why π is subtracted in equa-
tion (2); in the following text, ‘phase change’ can be taken to 
mean ‘δ(λ)− π’. In most cases the complex refractive index 
is not known with sufficient precision as it depends on many 
parameters, e.g. in the case of steel, surface treatment, com-
position and crystallization [14]. Sufficiently precise estima-
tion of the complex refractive index is a relatively complex 
task, meaning the published values significantly differ even 
for pure metals [15, 16]; moreover, the difference between an 
optical estimation of surface position and an estimation made 
by mechanical contact will also be influenced by the surface 
texture, and selecting a surface texture parameter to be used 
for correction is not straightforward [2].

Common methods for estimation of this correction in the 
case of interferometric measurement of gauge block length 
are: the stack method, the cross-wringing method, measure-
ment through glass platen or a combination of calculated 
phase change and measured roughness correction estimated 
(for example) by the integrating sphere (for descriptions of 
methods see e.g. [2, 10] and references therein). The former 
two methods contain length measurement and so they are 
time-consuming and not suitable for estimation of the correc-
tion for long gauge blocks or objects not wring-able from both 
sides.

The Newton’s rings method [17] enables direct estimation 
of the difference between optical and mechanical distance in a 
single step and without the need to measure the total length of 

the object (similar to measurement through a glass platen). It 
may be considered similar to the NIST method with a sphere 
between the reference and measured surfaces [18], however 
we see several advantages of the Newton’s rings method: (a) 
the metrology loop is much more compact—just the contact 
area of the lens and surface under test up to a gap thickness 
of several optical wavelengths (on the order of a few micro-
metres), (b) no additional instruments needed beyond those 
for illumination, imaging to a camera and image processing, 
(c) it can be easily applied to short and long gauge blocks or 
other objects/surfaces of interest, (d) low (millinewton) forces 
are sufficient for establishing reliable contact, (e) several 
points at the surface of interest or small samples (of surface 
size  ∼1 mm × 1 mm) can be measured, and (f) the contact area 
is directly visible during measurement.

The Newton’s rings method developed at the PTB [17] is 
not currently in use there. We will describe the modification 
of lens positioning—in the original work it was lying at the 
horizontal surface under test, held in place by gravity, while in 
this work a vertical arrangement with adjustable force is used. 
We describe the experimental arrangement and measurement 
procedure, principle of image processing, error sources and 
optimizations, and results of measurement for several mat-
erials—fused silica, sapphire, steel and ceramics. The gauge 
block length measurement with a double-ended interferometer 
corrected by Newton’s rings method was compared with the 
standard interferometric method within EURAMET project 
No. 1272 [19]. The comparison proves that the new method 
gives equivalent results within 20 nm expanded uncertainty.

2. Experimental set-up

In this section we describe the experimental set-up and mea-
surement procedure.

2.1. The Newton’s rings principle

Newton’s rings [20] are formed in the interference pattern cre-
ated by (quasi-monochromatic) light reflected from a planar 
surface (in our case the specimen) and from a spherical sur-
face (in our case a spherical lens). Bright rings appear when 
both contributing lights interfere constructively, i.e. if the 
delay caused by the time of flight in the gap and the phase 
change at reflection equals an integer multiple of the period 
of the radiation (if the optical path length difference equals 
an integer multiple of wavelength λ). The rings’ diameters 
decrease if the lens moves away from the planar surface; the 
phase ϕ of the ring system in the centre is a measure of the 
difference between the mechanical and the optical detection 
of the planar surface height (figures 1 and 2). This difference 
(between mechanical and optical detection) is called optical 
distance (OD) in the following text; the raw measured value 
ODraw has to be corrected for deformation d caused by the 
probing force (the OD is taken to have zero probing force)

OD = ODraw + d. (3)
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Figure 2(c) shows an example of a radial scan of an inter-
ferogram (from the centre of the ring system outwards). The 
horizontal axis represents the square of the distance from the 
centre (zero means the centre); the vertical axis represents 
the intensity. Figure 2(c) shows a scan in just one direction, 
and the results of phase ϕ evaluated from scans in all direc-
tions are then averaged as described in section 2.4. The raw 
optical distance is then calculated as

ODraw =
λ

2
ϕ

2π
. (4)

In the case of perfect surfaces—zero roughness, 
no deformation (d  =  0) and non-absorbing materials 
(κ = 0 ⇒ δ = π ⇒ p = 0) there is zero intensity of reflected 
light in the centre4. As such, we use the corresponding phase of 
the rings as a reference (the zero phase change, ϕ = 0, OD  =  0).

Both the surface roughness and the phase change lead to 
a positive optical distance. These effects mean that the plane 
parallel artefacts (e.g. gauge blocks) appear shorter when 
measured by double-ended interferometry—the optical length 
of these artefacts is shorter than the mechanical length. The 
correction to be applied to the raw optical length measured 
by the double-ended interferometer is the sum of the optical 
distances measured (by Newton’s rings method) at both faces.

2.2. Set-up description

The tested surface (e.g. gauge block face) is oriented vertically 
which enables easy measurement of the long gauge block and 
the application of an adjustable force via the pendulum holding 
the lens. The schematic is shown in figure  3. The length 
of the pendulum from its hinge to the centre of the lens is  
LB = 575 mm, the bar (two aluminium U profiles) was origi-
nally held to the pivot by two short pieces of videotape (about 
1 mm long), later replaced by a steel blade held against flat 
magnets; while using the same arrangement for phase-step-
ping interferometry of the surface shape, the latter option 
was found to be better due to its lower torsional vibration. 
The pivot/hinge position can be adjusted via a 3D translation 
stage, the horizontal displacement from lens-surface contact 
at pendulum equilibrium position can be used for adjustment 
of the contact force (the magnitude of which is calculated 
from displacement, gravity and weights in section 2.5).

Illumination light is directed to the surface under test by 
an adjustable beam splitter (BS in figure 3, currently we use 
pellicle 50:50; a 30’ wedge glass beam splitter was also used 
with similar results). The probe lens used for the Newton’s 
rings (L1 in figure  3) is plano-convex (spherical) with a 
radius of curvature R  =  103 mm (N-BK7 Thorlabs LA1253) 

Figure 1. Illustration of measurand (not to scale—in experiments 
the rings’ diameters are substantially larger than the wavelength).

Figure 2. (a) Sign convention; (b) corresponding images of 
Newton’s rings (examples measured with 800 nm light); (c) 
corresponding plot of intensity as a function of the square of the 
distance from the centre (arbitrary units), blue—measured intensity, 
black—fit of sine function.

Figure 3. Schematics of the set-up for the Newton’s rings method. 
(The symbols used in the force vector diagram inset are explained 
in section 2.5).

4 In this case, the transmitted light has maximum intensity in the centre of 
the ring system.
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or 154 mm (sapphire lens Optosigma SLSH-25-200P), both 
uncoated, diameter 25.0 mm, focal length 200 mm. Both 
lenses used have sufficiently smooth surface (Ra < 1 nm as 
measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM)). The sapphire 
lens has the advantages of lower wear and higher refractive 
index (causing higher reflection of the uncoated surface and 
thus better contrast when measuring the reflective surfaces) 
and it was also found to be better in terms of repeatability and 
agreement with the deformation model described later. The 
Newton’s rings (limited by aperture A to a diameter of about 
6 mm) are imaged onto an image sensor (colour USB camera 
with objective removed, 1280 × 960 pixels, pixel size about 
4 µm) with a magnification of about one, through biconvex 
lens L2 (a simple spherical lens without chromatic correction, 
focal length 50 mm).

2.3. Illumination

We have tested several variants of illumination—red or green 
LED, broad band white light LED with bandpass (10 nm) inter-
ference filters (450 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm, 800 nm), collimated 
and divergent, continuous wave (CW) laser light (532 nm, 
633 nm, 800 nm) with speckle removed by rotating diffuser 
disc (again collimated or divergent) and a white laser (Fianium 
WhiteLase Micro, 20 MHz) with interference filters. The CW 
lasers give the best coherence (number of visible rings) but 
finding the correct focus of the image is difficult because tiny 
details (such as scratches on the gauge face) are barely visible. 
Disturbing interference from reflected or scattered light from 
optical surfaces in the optical path is important, because many 
of these surfaces are within coherence length.

The best image quality was obtained with a white LED 
(figure 4), but we did not get a sufficient level of signal at 
blue (450 nm) with the low reflecting surfaces (fused silica). 
As a compromise we currently use the WhiteLase Micro 

with interference filters for wavelength selection, but again a 
rotating diffuser disc is used to improve the image quality by 
decreasing the spatial coherence.

All results described below are taken with this illumina-
tion; examples of images can be seen in figure 5. In this case 
the coherence length is only tens or hundreds of wavelengths, 
so e.g. reflections from the rear surface of the plane parallel 
fused silica or sapphire samples (or the front surface of the 
probe lens) only contribute to the background level and do not 
disturb the Newton’s rings (see figure 6).

Illumination by white LED with bandpass filters could be 
recommended as a very effective and economical option just 
with a slightly limited spectral range.

We have not observed any dependence of the results on the 
direction of illumination, nor on the alignment of the optical 
axis of the imaging lens; nevertheless, we always align the 
axes utilizing the chromatic error of the imaging lens (figure 
7).

2.4. Image processing

The software takes frames from a live colour video, finds the 
centre of the ring system and then evaluates the period and the 
phase for each of 360 radial scans.

We have not found a simple and reliable software tool 
for finding the centre of the ring system, so we use the fol-
lowing iterative process. (1) Local intensity maxima are 
found for pre-selected filtering (e.g. 10 pixels) and their posi-
tions stored. (2) The continuous arcs are identified, a circle is 
fitted to each arc and its centre position and radius stored. (3) 
The mean value of these centre positions is calculated (with 
outliers removed) and used as a first approximation and the 
radii of arcs belonging to each of the three smallest rings are 
averaged. This leads to a centre position estimation with an 
uncertainty of a few pixels due to noise, imperfections on 
the measured surface and image distortion. (4) The image is 
scanned again now in 360 lines radially from the preliminary 
known centre, the first three bright rings are now easily rec-
ognized, centres found and averaged and the radial scan is 
repeated again leading to a final estimation of the centre posi-
tion with repeatability about 0.1 pixels. (5) The radial scans 
are repeated again and the period and phase ϕ of the rings 
is now estimated for each radial line by Fourier transform in 
the following way. The pixels close to the selected radial line 
are identified and processed as a series: a square5 of the dis-
tance from the centre is calculated for each pixel and stored 
as an X-value; the intensity detected by that pixel is stored as 
a Y-value—a harmonic series as in figure 2(c) is generated. 
The points between pre-set minimum6 and maximum radii are 
Fourier transformed and a period and phase are found by inter-
polation of the Fourier transform results around the maxima 

Figure 4. Good sharpness of image with illumination from a large 
area white LED with 532 nm filter—old steel gauge with visible 
scratches and stains.

5 The section of spherical surface can be fitted well by a paraboloid: for the 
lenses used the fit residuals are below 1 nm for the section of 6 mm diameter 
(corresponding to  >100 Newton’s rings).
6 The central area of the ring system is removed from processing to ensure 
the result is not affected by deformation of the contact lens, possible con-
taminants accumulated at the contact and phase change at reflection from a 
small area where the sample and probing lens are in physical contact.
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(this period—in squared-radius space—is called ‘period2’), 
the resulting period (in pixels) is calculated as the square root 
of ‘period2’ and the phase is recalculated as a raw optical dis-
tance in nanometres using the known wavelength used (equa-
tion (4)). (6) The raw optical distances and periods are shown 
in a chart as a function of the angle of the radial lines (360 
angles by 1◦) and averaged (outliers caused in some cases by 
defects on the sample’s surface are removed). The resulting 
values (centre position, selected size of processed area, raw 
optical distance and period) are shown in a chart as a function 
of time and stored to a file/clipboard for further processing.

A single image is processed in this way in about 0.5 s (a 
time deemed acceptable. As such, little to no time has been 
spent on further optimisation of this process.).

2.5. Probing force and deformation

The force applied to the contact is adjusted by the bias of the 
pendulum. The horizontal force Fx (figure 3) pushing the probe 
lens L1 towards the vertical sample surface corresponding to 
a given bias (horizontal displacement of the pendulum) x is 
estimated as

Fx(x) =
(mB

2
+ mL

)
· g · tan

(
arcsin

(
x

LB

))
 (5)

where mB is the mass of the pendulum bar (in our case 68 g), 
mL is the mass of the lens including the holder (38 g), g is 
the gravitational acceleration and LB is the length of the pen-
dulum bar (0.575 m—from the hinge to the contact point of 
the lens and the sample). Alternatively, instead of estimating 
the masses individually, it is possible to estimate the effective 
mass of the bob mEB of the pendulum in the following way: the 
pendulum is placed horizontally, one end hanging on its orig-
inal hinge/pivot, the other end supported by scales so that the 
probe lens touches the scales as if the scales were the sample; 

the scales then show the mEB directly and equation (5) can be 
expressed as Fx(x) = mEB · g · tan (arcsin(x/LB)).

The corresponding deformation d of contact (figure 8) is 
estimated by the Hertzian theory of non-adhesive elastic con-
tact [21] as

d =
1
2

(
3Fx(x) ·

(
1 − σ2

1

E1
+

1 − σ2
2

E2

)) 2
3

·
(

1
2R

) 1
3

 (6)

where E1 and E2 are the elastic moduli, and σ1 and σ2  the 
Poisson’s ratios of the lens and the sample materials respec-
tively, and R is the radius of curvature of the lens surface. 
The chart of calculated deformation versus bias is shown in 
figure 9 for several variants. For illustration we give the fol-
lowing example using the values for the pendulum as defined 
above, bias 3 mm, steel sample and sapphire lens, R  =  154 
mm: horizontal force Fx(3 mm)  =3.7 mN; radius of contact 
area (a in figure  8) 11.5 µm, average pressure 5.9 MPa7, 
deformation d  =  −1.29 nm.

The pendulum also enables us to check/estimate the pos-
sible (unwanted) attractive or holding force which sometimes 
appears at the contact due to molecular attraction, electro-
static or capillary forces or sticky contamination. Such force 
is estimated from the measured (negative) bias x needed for 
the release of contact using equation (5); some examples are 
described below.

Figure 5. Images of Newton’s rings on an old steel gauge with 
visible scratches illuminated by WhiteLase Micro, diffuser and 
filters (450 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm, 800 nm). Figure 6. Image of Newton’s rings with fused silica flat. In the 

right part of the image the reflection from the rear surface is 
suppressed by a sticky light absorber (Sticky Pad Non-Slip Mat). 
The phase of the rings on the left is not affected by unwanted light 
reflected from the rear surface due to sufficiently low coherence 
length of used illumination.

7 Such pressure (5.9 MPa) would correspond to a significant force (1.6 kN) 
applied over the gauge block face 9 mm × 30 mm, but on the other hand it is 
substantially smaller than the pressure used with gauge block comparators, 
where a much smaller tip radius (3 mm) and much higher force (250 mN) 
are used [22].
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During initial experiments we observed several prob-
lems causing scatter of the results, in most cases attractive  
forces, which are in some cases caused by electrostatic 
forces—especially during periods of low humidity and when 
measuring with a glass lens/sample extensively cleaned with 
acetone and cotton. Attractive forces larger than 10 mN are 
often detected (we have never noticed a repulsive force). The 
electrostatic force is identified if the pendulum is pulled up 
from its equilibrium position when the sample approaches 
from a distance. In cases where an electrostatic force is 
detected, we sweep the surfaces of the dielectric samples and 
the lens several times with the edge of a thin aluminium foil 
(grounded) to remove any surface charge.

We have also noticed that if the lens remains in contact with 
the sample for a longer time, a tiny water droplet starts to form 
at the contact. This droplet holds the lens and sample together 
with a force of up to tens of millinewtons (depending on its 
size). Internal pressure created by surface tension could also 
push the surfaces in contact away from each other; however, 
a small growing drop may behave in the opposite way if the 
surfaces behave as wettable; and it may change due to contact 
angle hysteresis. The remedy is not to let the lens and surface 
being tested remain in contact for a long time, but to measure 
with repeated short contacts soon after cleaning. Other rea-
sons for avoiding long periods of contact are the danger of 

diffusion bonding of the surfaces, damage caused by releasing 
such bonded contact, and corrosion growth observed several 
times after contact between a well-cleaned new steel gauge 
block and an N-BK7 lens.

The repeatability of contact is improved when the last step 
of cleaning is done with lint-free tissue with a very low amount 
of wringing fluid remaining. This prevents corrosion and also 
seems to improve the conditions towards those supposed in 
the Hertz model (frictionless non-adhesive). The values meas-
ured after this cleaning agree with the average values meas-
ured after cleaning with acetone—the average results differ 
by (−0.8 ± 2.2) nm8.

When scanning the surface or when increasing the force 
by displacing the pendulum, it is recommended to release the 
contact during movement; this prevents both the accumulation 
of contamination by drawing across the surface and the crea-
tion of static charge.

Originally, we planned to use the fused silica flat sample 
and N-BK7 lens (low roughness, no phase change, just defor-
mation expected) as a reference to regularly check the status 
of the set-up, however we have observed a large spread of 
results and worse agreement with the simple Hertz model 
than with other material combinations, e.g. instead of the 
expected deformation of  −3.6 nm at standard force 3.7 mN 
we observed (−10.1 ± 1.8) nm, and instead of the expected 
change of deformation with increased9 probe force  −6.1 nm 
we measured (−9.9 ± 2.9) nm (first row of table  1). The 
disagreement with the Hertz model of contact is probably 
caused by additional forces (e.g. molecular or electrostatic). 
With a sapphire lens, the agreement with the model is much 
better. For a sapphire lens and sapphire sample the raw optical 
distance at standard force (−1.3 ± 2.1) nm agrees with the 
expected deformation d  =  −0.9 nm and also the measured 
change of deformation with increased force (−3.0 ± 2.9) 
nm agrees with the expected value  −1.7 nm (second row in 
table 2). In fact all the measured values in tables 1 and 2 agree 
with expectations—except those for the fused silica sample 
(printed in bold). The deviations from the zero-roughness 
model OD∆ are low for the sapphire sample; for the other 
samples (gauges) these deviations are explained by roughness, 
as will be discussed later in section 5. The deviations between 
measurement and model in cases of deformation change with 
increased force CC∆ are low for all samples except fused 
silica. As a result, we decided to use the sapphire lens for 
measurement and the sapphire flat sample as a reference and 
for regular monitoring of the experimental set-up and the con-
dition of the probe lens.

3. Influencing parameters, repeatability  
and uncertainty

In early experiments we noticed poor repeatability, espe-
cially when measuring steel samples—the results varied by 

Figure 7. Example of incorrect (left) and correct (right) 
illumination direction—white LED (without spectral filter), old 
steel gauge.

Figure 8. Schematic of deformation of Hertzian contact (This 
Contact_sphere-plane image has been obtained by the author(s) 
from the Wikimedia website where it was made available Bricolux 
under a CC BY-SA 4.0 licence.  It is included within this article on 
that basis. It is attributed to Bricolux. https://commons.wikimedia.
org/wiki/File:Contact_sphere-plane.jpg) .

8 Values after the ± symbol in this section mean two standard deviations 
(not the combined uncertainty of measurement).
9 We change the pendulum bias x from 3 mm to 13 mm which changes the 
horizontal force from 3.7 mN to 16.0 mN (the force is increased by 12.3 mN).
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tens of nanometres even for a repeatable probing force. The 
influences of several parameters are not independent so mean-
ingful measurement of sensitivities was only possible when 
the following elements were understood and controlled: selec-
tion of the image area used for processing, and the influence 
of focusing as described in the following sections.

3.1. Influence of (de-)focusing

Uncertainty of focusing is an important contribution to the 
uncertainty of measurement especially in the case of steel, 
where both the higher scatter and the decreased contrast make 
evaluation more demanding (figure 10). In the case of sur-
faces without defects, the focus cannot be precisely estimated. 
However, because the magnification is also influenced by 
focusing, we have used the evaluated period of the rings as a 
measure for focusing (for a certain wavelength). The change 
in the evaluated optical distance for steel (about 20 nm) varied 
with focusing between 3 nm and 30 nm per 1% of change of 
apparent magnification, but using the same focus (adjusted 
always so as the period of the rings is the same) we were able 
to compare the optical distance between different surfaces 
with good (a few nanometres) repeatability.

The image distortion is increased away from the centre, so 
the result may vary slightly with the section of the image used 
for processing, as well as with the focus. If the image area 
is limited to the central part, there appears a plateau in the 
dependence on focus: if the focus is adjusted on the surface, 
the evaluated optical distance is the same as if the focus is 
adjusted a little bit above the surface.

Figure 11 shows the plateaus for several samples when the 
processed area is limited to a radius of 160 pixels (approxi-
mately four rings). The period of the rings in focus on the sur-
face is marked by a dotted vertical line. Shorter ring periods 
indicate a focus above the surface, while longer periods 
indicate that the focus lies below the surface. The remaining 
slopes at plateaus are always below 1 nm per pixel of period, 
so with a repeatability of focus equal to 0.2 pixel of period, 
the related uncertainty contribution is less than 0.2 nm. If the 

radius of the processed area is selected to be smaller, the pla-
teaus become broader and vice versa, while the levels of the 
plateaus remain unchanged. On the other hand, the noise of 
the evaluated phase naturally depends on the number of rings 
processed, so some compromise has to be made.

3.2. Size of processed image area

The size of the image (number of rings) selected for pro-
cessing can influence the result in several ways. Firstly, the 
image distortion increases with distance from the centre 
(optical axis). Secondly, the lens surface may not be perfectly 
spherical (although a small area of it will still approximate a 
spherical section). Thirdly, there is an interpolation error of 
the ring phase between bright and dark rings (similar to the 
periodic fringe interpolation error in displacement interfer-
ometry). The phase interpolation error depends on the illu-
mination level, the linearity of the camera, and the contrast; it 
could be up to ±5 nm for steel samples—but it can be easily 
suppressed to below 1 nm simply by averaging the results for 
limits varied over the period of a ring. An example of residual 
dependence on the size (radius) of the processed area is shown 
in figure 12. A similar test was repeated several times for dif-
ferent samples and gauges. The evaluated optical distance 
sometimes slightly grows with the size of the evaluated area 
(as in figure 12), sometimes slightly decreases, and sometimes 
displays no size-dependence. We have never observed a varia-
tion larger than 1.5 nm in the range of radii (150–200) pixels 
(i.e. four to seven rings at 532 nm wavelength) if the focus was 
correctly adjusted. This residual influence is included in the 

Figure 9. Calculated deformation according to formula (6) for 
two lenses (N-BK7 R  =  103 mm, thin line series and sapphire 
R  =  154 mm, bold series) and four sample materials (sapphire, 
steel, N-BK7 and fused silica). The dotted rectangle marks the 
typical setting—horizontal force (2.5–3.7) mN.

Table 1. Results of measurement of optical distance and 
compression change for an N-BK7 probe lens and several sample 
materials (optical flat samples and gauge blocks). For non-
absorbing materials in the first three rows, zero phase change 
is expected and only the combined effect of deformation and 
roughness is measured. For the steel samples in the last two rows 
the apparent optical distance 17.6 nm (according to (2) for 633 nm 
wavelength) is added to the calculated deformation (6). Optical 
distance: ODraw—measured (uncorrected), OD∆—discrepancy 
from zero-roughness model; change of compression with increased 
force: CCM—measured, CCC—calculated, CC∆—measured minus 
calculated. All values in nanometres.

Sample material ODraw OD∆ CCM CCC CC∆

Fused silica −10.1 −6.3 −9.9 −6.1 −3.8
Sapphire −2.9 −0.5 −3.5 −4.0 0.5
Ceramics Mitutoyo 35.6 38.1 −4.5 −4.3 −0.2
Steel Mitutoyo 10 mm 17.9 2.8 −3.1 −4.3 1.2
Steel SOMET 100 mm 28.3 13.2 −5.8 −4.3 −1.5

Table 2. Results of measurement as in table 1 but for probing with 
sapphire lens. All values in nanometres.

Sample material ODraw OD∆ CCM CCC CC∆

Fused silica −9.7 −7.6 −9.9 −4.0 −5.9
Sapphire −1.3 −0.3 −3.5 −1.7 −1.8
Ceramics Mitutoyo 32.3 33.6 −2.9 −2.3 −0.6
Steel Mitutoyo 10 mm 19.7 3.4 −3.1 −2.3 −0.8
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uncertainty budget (section 3.5, table 5) as ‘probing lens and 
sample form deviation and selection of image area...2.5 nm’.

3.3. Repeatability of contact

After ensuring a repeatable force and cleaning as described 
above (in section 2.5) the repeatability of contact in the same 
point of the sample is better than 1 nm. Figure 13 shows the 
repeatability of the raw optical distance for a sapphire sample 
and sapphire lens. The average value at this point is  −2.43 nm; 
the repeatability is ±0.77 nm (two standard deviations, k  =  2). 
The position of the contact was intended to be constant, but 
in fact there was significant position instability in the pen-
dulum—y  position varied within 9 pixels (45 µm) and x posi-
tion varied within 3.5 pixels (14 µm). The correlation of the 
result with position was found using linear interpolation: the 
x and y  slopes of  −0.049 nm µm−1 and  −0.032 nm µm−1. If 
these slopes are used for correction, the repeatability of posi-
tion-corrected values (red symbols in figure 13) is improved 
to ±0.31 nm (k  =  2).

A similar record of repeatability is shown in figure 14 using 
the sapphire lens with a steel gauge block as a sample: the 
average value is (+19.59 ± 0.65) nm. In this case the position 
instability was better—the x position varied within 3.5 pixels 
(14 µm) and the y  position varied within 2.5 pixels (10 µm). 
The red symbols represent values corrected for an x slope 
of  −0.071 nm µm−1 and a y  slope of +0.029 nm µm−1, and 
the repeatability of the corrected values is ±0.34 nm (k  =  2).

We do not apply any measures to improve the position sta-
bility of pendulum, because we are not interested in meas-
uring a certain point, but in estimating an average value of the 
sample—so we repeat measurements over a much larger area 
of the sample, typically 200 µm × 200 µm.

The repeatability of measurement between different points 
of the sample depends on sample roughness. For a sapphire 
lens and sapphire sample the long-term average of raw optical 
distance is (−1.3 ± 2.1) nm, which is in good agreement with 

the expected deformation of  −0.96 nm calculated for a lens 
with radius R  =  154 mm and a probing force of 3.7 mN (3 mm 
displacement of pendulum). For gauge blocks the repeat-
ability is typically ±5 nm.

3.4. Wavelength

We do not use a chromatically compensated lens, so we 
need to adjust the focus (see section 3.1) separately for each 
colour used; the tests were done for illumination wavelengths 
450 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm and 800 nm.

In the case of non-absorbing materials (with an imaginary 
part of the complex refractive index equal to zero) the phase 
change on reflection should be π and the measured optical dis-
tance should be attributed only to a combination of roughness 
and deformation by the applied force—i.e. the result should 
not depend on the wavelength used. However, we wanted to 
check this anyway as it tests a significant number of the uncer-
tainty contributions—the chromatic error of the imaging lens, 
processing a varying number of rings, dependence on focus 
and the repeatability of its adjustment, and software bugs (for 
non-zero results).

Figure 10. Example of a ring image distorted by strong de-
focusing. Such distortion is observed only at metal surfaces (not 
with glass or ceramics).

Figure 11. Dependences of evaluated optical distance on focusing 
(expressed as period of rings in pixels) and plateaus for focus on 
surface and a little bit above (shorter periods). Ceramics (Mitutoyo 
CeraBlock), two different steel gauges, sapphire and fused silica. 
All measured with 532 nm light, sapphire lens; selected area of 
radius 160 pixels (∼four rings).

Figure 12. The residual dependence of the result on the size of the 
image selected for evaluation (steel II, sapphire lens, 532 nm). Grey 
vertical lines indicate the radii of dark rings.
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We have not observed any systematic deviation of dif-
ferent colour as expected for glass (fused silica), sapphire 
or ceramics—the results are the same, within repeatability, 
as the averaged results ±2 nm. For steel we had expected to 
see a dependence—that the optical distance would be around 
8 nm higher when measured by 800 nm wavelength compared 
to measurement by 450 nm (see table 3 for pure iron; similar 
values for steels are e.g. in [23]), but no such wavelength 
dependence was observed. The averages measured for steel 
gauge blocks are the same for all wavelengths within ±1 nm 
while in individual experiments the deviations were less than 
3 nm. Surprisingly, we did not observe any significant differ-
ence between ceramics and steel gauges in this sense (table 4).

The raw measurement result ODraw is almost inde-
pendent of the wavelength used for measurement (table 
4) but correct knowledge of the wavelength is needed for 

evaluation (equation (4)). Because the measured value is low 
(ODraw < 100 nm) 1% uncertainty in the wavelength is suf-
ficient for a  <1 nm contribution to the combined uncertainty 
and this can be easily reached with a 10 nm wide interference 
bandpass filter (see section 2.3).

3.5. Uncertainty

An example uncertainty budget for the estimation of the cor-
rection is shown in table  5. The relative part of the uncer-
tainty is negligible: the expanded uncertainty remains equal to 
5.4 nm for the whole range of measured values 0 nm–50 nm.

Figure 13. Repeatability of contact in the same point for sapphire lens and sapphire sample. Contact was repeated 35 times with several 
second releases between contacts, about ten video frames were processed per single contact. Green—raw data, red—corrected for residual 
(unwanted) change of contact position. Coordinates of contact (x and y ) are on the right axis.

Figure 14. Demonstration of the repeatability of contact, similar to as in figure 13 but for steel sample.

Table 3. Calculated phase change for pure iron (expressed as 
equivalent depth p(λ) according to equations (1) and (2)) using 
values for ñ from [16]) for several wavelengths λ.

λ (nm) Fe: n Fe: κ p(λ) (nm)

450 2.5845 2.767 14.1
532 2.8954 2.9179 14.9
633 2.8952 3.069 17.6
800 2.9174 3.3545 21.9

Table 4. Example of measured dependence of raw optical distance 
ODraw (equation (4)) on wavelength λ used—for selected steel 
(SOMET) and ceramic (Mitutoyo) gauge blocks (selected so as 
the optical distance is relatively high and similar). All values in 
nanometres. (Values after the ± symbol in this section mean two 
standard deviations).

λ ODraw(λ) steel ODraw(λ) ceramics

450 36.4 ± 4.0 32.2 ± 5.3
532 37.3 ± 5.3 34.1 ± 4.4
633 37.4 ± 3.8 31.9 ± 3.3
800 37.7 ± 5.3 34.3 ± 4.6
Average 37.2 ± 1.0 33.1 ± 2.1
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When combining the uncertainty for total correction of both 
faces of the gauge block, most of the uncertainty contrib utions 
are considered independent—except for the wavelength, the 
correction to zero force, and unknown effects. The estimated 
expanded uncertainty of total correction U(95%) is 8.4 nm in 
the range of measured values of total (double-ended) correc-
tion 0 nm–100 nm.

4. EURAMET 1272

In previous sections  we have shown that the Newton’s 
rings method could be used to estimate the total (phase 
change  +  roughness) difference between mechanical contact 
and optical measurement. In this section we want to check how 
well the result can be used in the case of gauge block calibra-
tion—especially when comparing non-contact (double-ended) 
interferometric measurement and standard interferometric 
measurement when the gauge is wrung to the platen. The ques-
tion is whether the contact between a spherical lens and the 
gauge block, used alongside the Newton’s rings method, is 
compatible with wringing the gauge to the platen.

Three sets of four gauge blocks (steel Cary, steel CEJ  
(C E Johansson) and ceramics Mitutoyo, figure 15) were meas-
ured at three laboratories (GUM (Central Office of Measures, 
Poland), VTT-MIKES (MIKES Metrology, VTT Technical 
Research Centre of Finland), and CMI, Czech Republic), 
using different techniques (the standard interferometric 
method according to ISO 3650 using platens made from steel, 
ceramics and glass—for all combinations of materials—and 
by double-ended interferometer [9]). Several methods of cor-
rection estimation were also used: the stack method, cross-
wringing, integrating sphere, the surface roughness plus 
complex refractive index [2] and the Newton’s rings method. 
The surface roughness was measured with an interference 
microscope at GUM and with AFM at CMI.

Table 6 and figure  16 summarize the central lengths as 
measured using the non-contact method (NC, by double-
ended interferometer in CMI, corrected to a mechanical cen-
tral length using OD values estimated by the Newton’s rings 
method10) and by standard interferometric methods at GUM 
and VTT-MIKES (the latter two with wringing to reference 
platen according to ISO 3650). The mean value of the results 

obtained using all three platens and with several correction 
methods is given. The correction methods used were: the 
stack and WM11 [2] method at GUM and the stack, integra-
tion sphere and cross-wringing methods at VTT-MIKES). The 
lines in figure 16 connect results of different gauges from the 
same set measured using the same method.

5. Discussion

Figure 16 shows that the Newton’s rings method can be used 
to estimate the phase change plus roughness correction needed 
when measuring gauge block length via double-ended inter-
ferometry. The results agree within uncertainty ±20 nm for all 
three sets of gauges: one ceramic and two different steel sets. 
Remarkable agreement (within ±6 nm) was achieved for CEJ 
steel gauges, for which the highest correction (69 nm...84 nm) 
was applied.

If the correction is estimated using the stack method, the 
same correction value is used for each gauge in the set. With 
the Newton’s rings method the correction is estimated for 
each gauge individually (as a sum of the corrections for each 
face). The steel gauge sets have relatively homogeneous cor-
rection compared to the set of ceramic gauges (table 6); total 
correction varies only within 2 nm for gauges in the Cary set 
and within 15 nm for gauges in the CEJ set. Also the spread 
of deviations in the results obtained from the steel gauge sets 
obtained by a single laboratory (sets of four deviations con-
nected with lines in figure 16) is lower compared to the spread 
of deviations within the ceramic gauge set (Mitutoyo—Mit) 
in figure 16. The larger scatter of deviations with the ceramic 
gauges (although well within the claimed uncertainty of 
20 nm) can be explained by the spread of individual correc-
tions applied to the CMI results (here the corrections differ by 
44 nm: from 34 nm applied for Mit 4.5 mm to 78 nm applied 
for Mit 6 mm, see table 6).

Figure 17 shows the relationship between the measured 
correction (optical distance) and the surface roughness. The 

Table 5. The uncertainty budget for the estimation of the correction by the Newton’s rings method. Values for steel or ceramic gauge and 
sapphire probing lens (R  =  154 mm) and 532 nm light. Expanded uncertainties (k  =  2).

Constant part xi U(xi) ci = ∂p/∂xi Ui (nm)

Camera noise and vibration 0 nm 0.5 nm 1 0.5
Probing force sapphire steel 3.1 mN 1.0 mN −0.25 nm mN−1 0.3
Probing lens and sample form deviation
 and selection of image area 0 nm 2.5 nm 1 2.5
Focusing (ring period) 76.0 pix 0.2 pix 0.7 nm pix−1 0.1
Correction to zero force, unknown effects 0 nm 2.5 nm 1 2.5
Repeatability of scans over the surface 0 nm 4.0 nm 1 4.0
Total constant part 5.4
Relative part xi U(xi) ci = ∂p/∂xi Ui (rel.)

Wavelength used (bandpass filter) 532 nm 5 nm 1 0.0094
Total relative part 0.0094

10 The Newton’s rings measurement was performed with 532 nm wave-
length, but the table 4 shows that wavelength dependence is negligible 
compared to uncertainty.
11 The WM parameter is calculated as the difference of weighted means of 
maximum and minimum points in surface topography [2].
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values of OD are taken from table 6 (columns ‘face A’ and 
‘face B’). Of course, the complex shape of the surface and its 
influence on the mechanical contact cannot be described by 
any single parameter, so we have chosen simply the Ra  param-
eter for a brief illustration in figure 17. The optical distance 
measured with the Newton’s rings method strongly depends 
on roughness—it increases by about 3.5 nm per 1 nm of Ra  for 
both steel and ceramic gauges.

We have not tried to develop any model to explain the 
dependence of correction on roughness Ra  because we sup-
pose that there could be samples with similar Ra  but quite 
different topographies (e.g. very different peak–peak values 
Rt) and so with different correction values. Even if such a 
model were available, it would have to be completed with 
the roughness measurement and with the estimation of the 
complex refractive index—and these measurements would 
be more complicated and time-consuming when compared to 
the Newton’s rings method, which estimates the total correc-
tion in a single step. Nevertheless, the linear interpolations 
are shown in figure 17 for both materials—the steel and the 
ceramics. The extrapolation to zero roughness leads approxi-
mately to the expected values: the result of (17.2 ± 5.4) nm 
for steel agrees with the 14.9 nm given by the phase change at 
reflection at 532 nm wavelength (see table 3) for zero rough-
ness and zero force; and the result (−1.4 ± 5.4) nm agrees 
with the zero phase change expected for ceramics.

6. Conclusions

We have modified the Newton’s rings method to allow for 
estimation of the correction required when measuring gauge 
block length using interferometry, developed originally by 
Gerhard Boensch at the PTB [17]. The method has been used 
to estimate the difference (the correction) between the posi-
tion of the mechanical contact and the apparent position of 
the optical reflection plane, i.e. the combination of the phase 
change and the influence of the surface roughness. Unlike the 
stack method, the Newton’s rings method does not include 
any measurement of length meaning there is no need to wait 
for thermal equilibrium. Another advantage is that the correc-
tion can be estimated individually for each sample.

The modification described in this work enables adjustment 
of the probing force and the control of possible disturbing 
forces. It also allows the possibility of measuring this correc-
tion easily and quickly for both short and long gauge blocks.

We have found this method especially useful in the case of 
non-contact measurement of the gauge block length by double-
ended interferometry, where it leads to operator independent 
length estimation due to the avoidance of wringing to a refer-
ence platen. The influencing parameters were investigated and 
the expanded uncertainty of the measured correction (the sum 
of corrections at both faces) was estimated to be 8 nm for typical 
gauge blocks. Comparison with the standard ISO 3650 method 

Figure 15. Gauges and platen kindly provided by GUM.

Table 6. The central lengths of gauge blocks measured in EURAMET 1272 by double-ended interferometry (non-contact measurement, 
NC) with Newton’s rings correction (NRsC) in CMI and a comparison with the results obtained from standard methods at GUM and 
VTT-MIKES. All values in nanometres. The values of OD are estimated from NRsC ODraw values by correction for the deformation of 
contact (d  =  −1.3 nm), equation (3); the total correction is the sum of OD NRsC values plus the wave front correction of the double-ended 
interferometer (−3 nm). The combined expanded uncertainty for each measurement is 20 nm.

Non-contact measurement Deviation from

Raw optical OD NRsC Total Nominal length

Length Face A Face B Correction CMI-NC GUM mean VTT mean

Mit 4 499 986 18 19 34 20 33 42
Mit 4 999 987 20 17 35 21 22 28
Mit 5 999 962 41 40 78 40 25 23
Mit 7 500 035 28 26 51 86 83 96
Cary 2 499 933 29 29 56 −11 −15 5
Cary 3 500 006 28 30 54 61 50 66
Cary 7 499 972 29 30 56 28 34 43
Cary 8 499 934 30 29 56 −10 −14 0
CEJ 2 499 955 38 35 70 25 27 29
CEJ 5 999 864 42 38 77 −60 −49 −57
CEJ 6 999 914 38 34 69 −17 −10 −14
CEJ 7 499 920 43 44 84 4 12 8
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was carried out via the EUROMET 1272 project for steel and 
ceramic gauges and shows agreement well within the combined 
expanded uncertainty of measurement ±20 nm.
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